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ABSTRACT
We describe the Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS), which is a ground-based project
searching for transiting exoplanets orbiting bright stars. NGTS builds on the legacy of previous
surveys, most notably WASP, and is designed to achieve higher photometric precision and
hence find smaller planets than have previously been detected from the ground. It also operates
in red light, maximizing sensitivity to late K and early M dwarf stars. The survey specifications
call for photometric precision of 0.1 per cent in red light over an instantaneous field of view
of 100 deg2, enabling the detection of Neptune-sized exoplanets around Sun-like stars and
super-Earths around M dwarfs. The survey is carried out with a purpose-built facility at
Cerro Paranal, Chile, which is the premier site of the European Southern Observatory (ESO).
An array of twelve 20 cm f/2.8 telescopes fitted with back-illuminated deep-depletion CCD
cameras is used to survey fields intensively at intermediate Galactic latitudes. The instrument is
also ideally suited to ground-based photometric follow-up of exoplanet candidates from space
telescopes such as TESS, Gaia and PLATO. We present observations that combine precise
autoguiding and the superb observing conditions at Paranal to provide routine photometric
precision of 0.1 per cent in 1 h for stars with I-band magnitudes brighter than 13. We describe
the instrument and data analysis methods as well as the status of the survey, which achieved
first light in 2015 and began full-survey operations in 2016. NGTS data will be made publicly
available through the ESO archive.
Key words: atmospheric effects – instrumentation: photometers – techniques: photometric –
surveys – planets and satellites: detection – planetary systems.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The photometric detection of transits has proved to be the key to
determining a wide range of the physical characteristics of exo-
planets. The depth of a transit depends on the relative radii of
planet and star (Rp/R∗) and the first transit detections immediately
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showed that hot Jupiters are gas giants and not composed primarily
of heavy elements (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry et al. 2000).
Transits also enabled the measurement of stellar obliquities using
the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect (Winn et al. 2005), with impor-
tant implications for exoplanet migration (e.g. Triaud et al. 2010;
Albrecht et al. 2012). They also present the opportunity to de-
termine the composition and structure of planetary atmospheres
through transmission spectroscopy (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2002;
Sing et al. 2016), with detections of Doppler shifts revealing plan-
etary winds (Snellen et al. 2010; Louden & Wheatley 2015) and
the detection of deep transits in ultraviolet lines revealing planetary
evaporation (e.g. Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003; Ehrenreich et al. 2015).
Detections of secondary eclipses and phase curves in transiting
systems allow determination of the reflected and thermal emission
spectra of exoplanets, together with albedos and the efficiency of
heat transport around the planet (e.g. Charbonneau et al. 2005;
Deming et al. 2005; Knutson et al. 2007). When coupled with mass
determinations based on the radial velocities of the star, transits
also provide planetary densities and hence constraints on their bulk
composition and internal structure (e.g. Seager et al. 2007; Baraffe,
Chabrier & Barman 2008).
A prerequisite for the application of this wide range of powerful
techniques in exoplanet characterization is the discovery of tran-
siting exoplanets, usually in wide-field photometric surveys. Since
most of the characterization methods require high signal-to-noise
measurements, there is a particular value in the detection of transit-
ing planets around bright stars.
The most successful ground-based surveys for transiting exo-
planets have been WASP (Pollacco et al. 2006), HATNet (Bakos
et al. 2004) and HATSouth (Bakos et al. 2013), which together ac-
count for more than 50 per cent of all the known transiting planets
with masses determined to better than 20 per cent (including those
found from space). WASP and HATNet employ telephoto lenses
mounted on CCD cameras to make precise photometric measure-
ments over large swaths of the sky, while HATSouth employs 24
telescope tubes spread over three locations in the Southern hemi-
sphere. Typically these surveys have found planets around the mass
of Saturn to a few times the mass of Jupiter, and with radii between
that of Saturn and twice Jupiter (Fig. 1). A handful of smaller tran-
siting exoplanets have also been found in ground-based transit sur-
veys (Charbonneau et al. 2009; Bakos et al. 2010; Berta-Thompson
et al. 2015; Gillon et al. 2016, 2017; Dittmann et al. 2017) and
transits have been found for some planets initially identified in
ground-based radial velocity surveys (Gillon et al. 2007; Winn
et al. 2011; Bonfils et al. 2012; Dragomir et al. 2013; Motalebi
et al. 2015). The full population of transiting exoplanets with masses
determined to better than 20 per cent is shown in Fig. 1 (sample
taken from the NASA Exoplanet Archive1 in January 2017). The
figure illustrates the remarkably diverse nature of the known pop-
ulation, including for instance a factor of 8 range in density of
Jupiter-mass planets. The heating mechanism that inflates the low-
density hot Jupiters remains a matter of debate (e.g. Spiegel &
Burrows 2013).
Space-based surveys, most notably Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010)
and CoRoT (Auvergne et al. 2009), have made more precise pho-
tometric measurements and have thereby discovered transiting ex-
oplanets with smaller radii. These have included rocky exoplanets
(e.g. Le´ger et al. 2009; Queloz et al. 2009; Batalha et al. 2011),
multiplanet systems (e.g. Lissauer et al. 2011) and even circumbi-
1 http://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
Figure 1. The mass-radius relation for known transiting exoplanets with
masses determined to better than 20 per cent precision (taken from the NASA
Exoplanet Archive in January 2017). Planets initially discovered in ground-
based transit surveys are plotted as red circles, while those detected from
space are plotted as blue squares, and planets initially found from radial
velocity measurements are plotted as green triangles. Solar system planets
are indicated with letters and the dotted lines are mass-radius relations
calculated for different compositions by Seager et al. (2007).
nary planets (e.g. Doyle et al. 2011; Welsh et al. 2012). Thousands
of candidates have been identified, although to date the space-based
surveys have covered a relatively small proportion of the sky. As a
consequence, most of the detected candidates are too faint for radial-
velocity confirmation and mass determination, and their masses
remain poorly constrained. For some multiplanet systems it is pos-
sible to use Transit Timing Variations (TTVs) to place constraints
on planet masses (e.g. Lissauer et al. 2013), but the mass–radius
relation remains relatively sparsely populated below the mass of
Saturn (see Fig. 1).
Transits of Earths and super-Earths around Sun-like stars have
very shallow depths that are currently only detectable from space,
and the discovery of new examples around bright stars depends on
the extended Kepler K2 mission, and new missions such as TESS
(Ricker et al. 2015) and PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014). In contrast, Nep-
tunes around Sun-like stars and Earths and super-Earths around late-
type dwarfs have transit depths that should be detectable in ground-
based surveys. Current examples include the super-Neptune HAT-
P-11b (Bakos et al. 2010), the super-Earths GJ1214b, GJ1132b and
LHS 1140b (Charbonneau et al. 2009; Berta-Thompson et al. 2015;
Dittmann et al. 2017), and the Earths around TRAPPIST-1 (Gillon
et al. 2016, 2017). This region of parameter space is important
because it includes the transitions between gas and ice giants and
between volatile-rich and volatile-poor super-Earths. The popula-
tion of systems that have been well-characterized to date (Fig. 1)
indicate that these smaller planets exhibit a diversity that is at least
comparable to that of the gas giants.
In this paper we describe a new ground-based instrument that has
been designed to discover new transiting exoplanets in these size
ranges and to follow up candidate exoplanets from space telescopes:
the Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS).
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Figure 2. The planet and star radii for known transiting exoplanets with
masses determined to better than 20 per cent precision. Diagonal dotted lines
indicate systems with equal transit depth, while the horizontal lines show
the radii of Solar system planets and the vertical lines are indicative of stellar
spectra types (Mamajek, priv. comm., based on Pecaut & Mamajek 2013).
The colours and symbols are the same as Fig. 1.
2 SC I E N C E G OA L S A N D D E S I G N
C O N S I D E R ATI O N S
The primary science goal of NGTS is to extend the wide-field
ground-based detection of transiting exoplanets to at least the Nep-
tune size range, in particular for stars that are sufficiently bright for
radial-velocity confirmation and mass determination. This will al-
low us to determine the density of these exoplanets, and hence their
bulk composition, better populating the exoplanet parameter space
shown in Fig. 1. These exoplanets will also be suitable targets for
the wide range of characterization techniques outlined in Section 1,
including studies of their atmospheric structure and composition.
The NGTS facility will also enable efficient photometric follow-
up of transit candidates identified in space-based transit surveys.
Since most of the sky is visible to NGTS for much longer than the
27 d dwell time of the TESS survey (Ricker et al. 2015), NGTS
can measure the orbital periods of exoplanets detected with single
transits by TESS. NGTS will also test transit candidates by searching
for blended variable stars with a finer pixel scale than either TESS
or PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014) and it will refine ephemerides of
key exoplanets in advance of observations with flagship facilities
such as JWST and E-ELT. NGTS will also search for transits of
exoplanets detected by the radial velocity and astrometry methods
(e.g. with Gaia; Perryman et al. 2014).
In Fig. 2 we illustrate the parameter space relevant to transit de-
tection, plotting the radius of known transiting exoplanets against
the radius of the host star. In this diagram the limiting transit depth
of a survey corresponds to a diagonal line. It can be seen that
most transiting planets identified in ground-based surveys have
transit depths around 1 per cent, but there are a few with signifi-
cantly shallower transits. Careful follow-up observations of tran-
sits with ground-based instruments often achieve sub-mmag preci-
sion (<0.1 per cent; e.g. Southworth et al. 2009; Kirk et al. 2016)
Figure 3. A schematic noise model for 1 h exposure time with one of the
Next Generation Transit Survey (NGTS) telescopes at Paranal, which have
20 cm aperture and pixel scale of 5 arcsec. The solid black line is the best-
case total noise for dark sky, and the dotted line shows the noise for full
Moon. Poisson noise from background light dominates for fainter stars, with
Poisson noise from the target star being significant at intermediate bright-
ness, and atmospheric scintillation dominating for bright stars. Detector read
noise begins to become significant with dark sky (for individual 10 s expo-
sures) but dark current is negligible for a sufficiently cooled high-quality
device.
and optical secondary eclipses of hot Jupiters with depths around
0.1 per cent have also been detected from the ground (e.g. Sing &
Lo´pez-Morales 2009; Burton et al. 2012). It should therefore be
possible, at least in principle, to design a ground-based instrument
that can achieve similar precision over a wide field of view.
In order to be sensitive to Neptune-sized planets around Sun-like
stars, and sub-Neptunes around later type stars, we set ourselves
the goal of detecting 0.1 per cent depth transits. As can be seen in
Fig. 2, this precision would correspond to super-Earths around early
M dwarfs. In order to populate the mass-radius relation of exoplanets
in these size ranges, it is crucial that the target stars are sufficiently
bright for radial velocity confirmation and precise mass determina-
tion. This sets faint visual magnitude limits of around 13 and 15,
respectively, for HARPS and ESPRESSO (Mayor et al. 2003; Pepe
et al. 2014). Populating parameter space also requires a statistical
sample of such planets, and Monte Carlo simulations using the Ke-
pler occurrence rates show that an instrument with an instantaneous
field of view of around 100 deg2 is needed to detect a sample of
tens of small planets in a survey lasting a few years (Wheatley
et al. 2013; Gu¨nther et al. 2017a).
In contrast to space-based observing, ground-based telescopes
have to contend with a number of atmospheric effects that act to de-
grade photometric precision. These include extinction, which varies
with time and telescope elevation (e.g. Noll et al. 2012, for Cerro
Paranal); increased and variable sky background due to airglow and
scattered light from the Sun and Moon (also Noll et al. 2012); and
scintillation due to atmospheric turbulence (e.g. Osborn et al. 2015).
In principle, atmospheric extinction can be fully modelled and elim-
inated from the noise budget, although a superb site is required to
provide reliably clear skies and low and stable extinction. Sky back-
ground and atmospheric scintillation, on the other hand, do limit the
precision of ground-based photometry. This is illustrated in Fig. 3,
where we plot a schematic noise model for an exposure time of 1
hour with the baseline design of NGTS: a 20 cm telescope equipped
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Figure 4. The NGTS enclosure at the ESO Paranal observatory, Chile. The
ESO Very Large Telescope (VLT) and VISTA telescope can be seen in the
background (left and right, respectively).
with 5 arcsec pixels based at the ESO Paranal Observatory in Chile
(assuming also a 3 pixel radius aperture and individual exposures
of 10 s). For bright stars the precision in this model is limited by
atmospheric scintillation (for which we have adopted the scaling
law for Paranal from Osborn et al. 2015), for intermediate bright-
ness stars the precision is limited by Poisson noise from the target
star, and for faint stars it is limited by Poisson noise from back-
ground light (with a contribution during dark time also from read
noise, which is assumed here to be 15 electrons). Nevertheless, it
can be seen that 0.1 per cent photometry on the time-scale of a sin-
gle transit is possible for stars brighter than I = 14 in dark time
and for stars brighter than I = 13 even at full Moon. This demon-
strates that a large telescope aperture is not needed to achieve our
science goals. Although, of course, this model does not account for
additional noise associated with the instrument (e.g. non-linearity
or flat fielding). In principle, these additional noise sources can be
eliminated, but in practice they tend to be significant and require
careful treatment.
Another important effect for wide-field ground-based telescopes
is atmospheric refraction, which acts to stretch the field of view of
a telescope at lower elevations. This limits the size of field of view
over which it is possible to achieve precise autoguiding (whereby
stars are maintained at fixed positions on the detector). Precise
autoguiding is probably needed in order to limit flat-field noise, and
this was a key factor in the success of the primary Kepler mission
(e.g. Koch et al. 2010). The alternative approach of defocusing,
which is often used for transit studies of individual stars, is not an
attractive option for a wide field survey since it is wasteful of pixels,
which are usually the cost limiting factor. A single telescope with a
field of view of 100 deg2 (i.e. 10◦ across) would see stars on opposite
sides of the image move apart by 24 arcsec between the zenith and
an elevation of 30◦. The pixel scale of the instrument would either
resolve this movement and risk flat-field noise or have large pixels
and suffer from increased Poisson noise from background light. It
is advantageous, therefore, to build the large field of view for NGTS
from an array of individual telescopes, each equipped with its own
independently steerable mount. This arrangement has the added
advantage of versatility, allowing for efficient follow-up of multiple
transit candidates from space-based surveys, while including the
option to maximize collecting area and photometric precision by
pointing all the telescopes to the same target.
The fastest commercially available and cost-effective small tele-
scopes have focal ratios of around f/2.8, which sets the plate scale
and hence field of view of each telescope unit for a given aperture
Figure 5. The twelve 20 cm telescopes of the NGTS facility taking flat-field
images in evening twilight at Cerro Paranal, Chile.
and detector size. For a 20 cm f/2.8 telescope with a 28 mm detector,
the field of view is 2.8◦, and an array of 12 telescopes is needed
to cover a total instantaneous field of 96 deg2. A telescope with
aperture larger than 20 cm (with the same focal ratio and detec-
tor) would reduce Poisson noise by collecting more target photons
and by better resolving the sky background with smaller pixels,
and it would also improve scintillation noise, which scales approx-
imately as D−2/3, where D is the diameter of the telescope aperture
(Young 1967; Dravins et al. 1998). However, these improvements
would come at the cost of reduced field of view per telescope unit,
increasing the number of telescope units required, and increasing
the financial cost of the project. The number of required telescope
units scales as the square of the aperture, so an aperture of 40 cm
would require 48 telescope units to cover the same field of view as
our baseline 12 units. We note that our chosen combination of focal
ratio and aperture is similar to that made by the HATSouth survey
(Bakos et al. 2013), which covers a similar total field of view with
eight telescope tubes from each of their three sites, although in their
setup groups of four telescope tubes share a single mount.
In order to achieve the high photometric precision needed to de-
tect small exoplanets it is also important for the detector to be back
illuminated, in order to avoid sub-pixel sensitivity variations asso-
ciated with electrode structures. There is also a significant advan-
tage in using deep depletion CCDs, which achieve high quantum
efficiency in the red optical with minimal fringing. Operating in
the red optical provides maximum sensitivity to K and M dwarf
stars, where smaller planets can be detected for a given limiting
precision (Fig. 2), without the much higher costs and inferior pho-
tometric performance of infra-red detectors. A survey of the avail-
able back-illuminated deep-depletion CCDs indicated that detectors
with around 4 Mpix and physical sizes of around 28 mm provided
the most cost-effective solution.
3 T H E N G T S FAC I L I T Y
The NGTS instrument was constructed during 2014 and 2015 at the
ESO Paranal Observatory in northern Chile. It consists of an array
of 12 independently steerable 20 cm telescopes, with a combined
instantaneous field of view of 96 deg2. The telescopes are housed
in a single enclosure, with a roll-off roof, located about 900 m from
ESO’s VISTA telescope and at an altitude of 2440 m. The site and
enclosure are shown in Fig. 4 and the telescope units are shown
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Figure 6. Theoretical throughput curve for the NGTS telescope (green), the
measured throughput of the NGTS filter (orange), and the expected quan-
tum efficiency of the detector (blue). A data file containing the combined
throughput curve of NGTS is available online.
in Fig. 5. Aspects of the design of the survey were described by
Chazelas et al. (2012), and a prototype system demonstrating some
of the key technologies was tested on La Palma in 2010, with results
presented by McCormac et al. (2017).
3.1 Telescopes
The NGTS telescopes are a custom version of the 8 inch f/2.8 H As-
trograph supplied by AstroSysteme Austria2 (ASA). This is a New-
tonian design with a 20 cm hyperbolic primary mirror constructed
from Suprax (with low thermal expansion), a flat 9 cm secondary
mirror (giving 20 per cent obscuration) and a four-element corrector
lens. Vignetting is 9 per cent at the edge of the field of view. The mir-
ror is coated with protected aluminium, which does not provide the
best reflectivity in the red optical, but was selected for its stability in
the Paranal environment. The expected throughput of the telescope
is plotted in Fig. 6. The mirror is further protected by a window of
optical-quality 8 mm BK7 glass (wave front error of ∼λ/4 RMS)
that has been installed at the top of the telescope tube, preventing
dust and other contaminants falling directly on to the primary mir-
ror. Our corrector lens is of a custom design that ensures a point
spread function (PSF) of below 12µm (<1 pixel) across a field of
38 mm diameter (larger than the detector). The corrector lenses and
the protective windows have antireflection coatings optimized for
the wavelength range 500–1000 nm, which spans the NGTS filter
bandpass. The telescope optics are collimated on site with a laser
alignment tool.
The NGTS filter has been specifically designed for the experi-
ment with a bandpass from 520 to 890 nm, which provides good
sensitivity to late K and early M dwarfs. The red cut-off is designed
to minimize variations in the atmospheric extinction by excluding
the strong water absorption bands beyond 900 nm, which are highly
variable even at Paranal (Noll et al. 2012). While slightly wasteful of
the red sensitivity of the detector (Section 3.2 and Fig. 6), this choice
ensures that the effective bandpass of NGTS is defined primarily
by the instrument rather than the sky. The measured throughput
of the filter is plotted in Fig. 6 and a data file with the combined
2 http://www.astrosysteme.com
throughput of the NGTS system is available with the online version
of this article.
The telescope tubes are made from carbon fibre and the me-
chanical design has been customised with a metal ring in order
to interface with the telescope mounts that were supplied by a
different manufacturer (Section 3.3). As the Newtonian config-
uration is particularly susceptible to scattered light, it has been
necessary to install baffles of 600 mm in two sections in front
of the telescope tube (which are visible in Fig. 5). These baffles
ensure that at 30◦ from the moon there is no direct illumination
of the protective glass installed at the entrance of the telescope
tube.
The telescopes are fitted with electronic focusers that are con-
trolled using a serial connection from our data acquisition comput-
ers (Section 3.4). The mass of the NGTS camera is at the upper end
of the specification of the focuser, and this necessitated customiza-
tion of the mechanical components of the focuser in order to prevent
excessive wear leading to play in the focus set point. The carbon
fibre tube and low expansion mirrors provide good focus stability
with temperature, and it is not necessary to refocus the telescope
during the night.
3.2 Cameras
Each of the 12 NGTS telescopes is fitted with a 2048 × 2048 pixel
CCD manufactured by Teledyne e2v Limited.3 These are the deep
depletion version of the CCD42-40 back-illuminated CCD sensor,
which provides excellent quantum efficiency in the red optical with
minimal fringing. The quantum efficiency is plotted in Fig. 6 and
it is included in the calculation of total throughput available as
an online data file. The device has 13.5µm pixels and an image
area of 27.6 × 27.6 mm. The deep depletion version has higher
dark current than the standard device, because it employs non-
inverted mode operation (NIMO), however the dark current is neg-
ligible in our application since it remains much lower than the sky
background.
The CCDs are packaged into cameras by Andor Technology Ltd.4
The camera is a custom version of the Andor iKon-L 936 camera,
which is an updated version of the cameras used for the WASP
project (Pollacco et al. 2006). The NGTS cameras have a 4-stage
thermoelectric cooler, allowing us to operate at a CCD tempera-
ture of −70◦C for all ambient conditions at Paranal. The cameras
have a custom CCD window, which is optimized for 500–950 nm,
and a custom shutter with an aperture of 45 mm in order to ac-
commodate the fast f/2.8 beam from the telescope (this shutter is
now fitted to the iKon-L as standard). The cameras also have a
custom faceplate designed to interface with the telescope focuser
unit, with an O-ring to prevent dust ingress. The CCDs are aligned
to the focal plane of the telescope to a precision of 0.04◦ in an
iterative process in which focus gradients in sky images are elim-
inated by adding and removing shims on the mounting bolts. We
read the CCDs at a speed of 3 MHz, reading out an entire image
in 1.5 s with a read noise of around 12 electrons. We have the op-
tion to reduce read noise by reading the CCDs at 1 MHz, but at
the cost of longer readout time (4.5 s) and reduced on-sky exposure
time.
We have worked in collaboration with Andor to make a number
of modifications to the standard camera with the goal of optimizing
3 http://www.e2v.com
4 http://www.andor.com
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photometric precision. These modifications have included changes
to the analogue readout electronics to maximize bias and gain stabil-
ity, optimization of the collection phase CCD voltage to maximize
charge conservation for saturated stars, and control of the internal
cooling fan for thermal stability.
Communication with the camera is via a USB connection, which
is carried to our data acquisition computers over optical fibre (Sec-
tion 3.4). The power supply is external to the camera and provides
stabilized voltages via a shielded cable. The power supply has been
mounted on one of the forks of the telescope mount in order to
minimize mechanical stress on the cable. Images with a prototype
telescope unit suffered pick-up noise originating in the telescope
mount power supply, and this was eliminated by additional cross
bonding of all components.
3.2.1 Laboratory characterization of cameras
Each of our 13 CCD cameras (including one spare) were character-
ized in a laboratory of the Space Research Centre at the University
of Leicester before shipping to Paranal. Our goal was to characterize
the cosmetic and noise properties of the cameras, with a particu-
lar focus on the wavelength dependence of the flat-field, which is
difficult to measure with on-sky observations.
The cameras were mounted in turn on a computer-controlled
movable stage, attached to an optical bench, allowing small inde-
pendent movements in the x and y direction. They were illuminated
with a electroluminescent panel (ELP), and for flat-field measure-
ments a lens and narrow band filter were used to focus a beam of
known wavelength on to the CCD. The moveable stage was used
to position the focused beam on to a 9 × 9 grid covering the whole
imaging area, with overlaps of around 200 pixels. The master flat-
field frames for each wavelength were constructed by combining
many images at each position and deconvolving the CCD response
from the illumination function. We constructed master flats at wave-
lengths of 450, 650 and 880 nm, each of which contains >5 million
counts per pixel.
Inspection of the master flat-field images showed that the CCDs
are of very high cosmetic quality with no bad columns and only a
handful of pixels with low sensitivity. These bad pixels were mapped
so that affected on-sky measurements of stars could be flagged in the
pipeline reduction, and a confidence map was constructed in order
to downweight pixels with poor or unstable response. As expected,
the flat-fields also exhibited a wavelength dependence in a regular
pattern, on a scale of 10s–100s of pixels, that we understand to be
related to the manufacturing process by which the back illuminated
chips are thinned (the so-called blue diamond effect). This pattern
has an amplitude of around 2 per cent in blue light, is not visible in
red light, and is seen most clearly in the ratio of the blue to red mas-
ter flats, where wavelength independent pixel-to-pixel sensitivity
variations cancel out. A portion of one such ratio image is plotted
in Fig. 7 (left-hand panel).
The same light source was used without the lens or filter to flood
the CCD with light in order to measure the illumination function
of the camera shutter. We used a broad range of exposure times
and the formulation of Zissell (2000) to determine the difference in
exposure times with position on the CCD. An example shutter map
is shown in Fig. 7 (right-hand panel).
High-quality master bias and dark frames were also measured in
the laboratory, the gain and linearity were measured and hot pixels
were mapped so that affected photometric points could be flagged.
Figure 7. Example images from our programme of laboratory characteri-
zation of the NGTS cameras. Left: A small portion of an image (8 per cent of
the full frame) showing the ratio of laboratory flat-fields measured at wave-
lengths of 450 and 880 nm. The blue diamond effect can be seen, whereby
the blue sensitivity of the CCD varies spatially with an amplitude of around
2 per cent. Right: An example shutter image, which shows the relative ex-
posure times in different parts of the image due to the opening/closing time
of the shutter petals.
3.3 Telescope mounts
The NGTS telescopes are each mounted on an equatorial fork mount
made by Optical Mechanics Inc.,5 allowing them to be indepen-
dently pointed and guided. The mounts are arranged in two rows of
six telescopes running side by side along the East–West direction
(see Fig. 5). The inter-telescope spacing was chosen such that no
telescope can intercept the field of view of any other telescope for
elevations above 30◦.
The mounts are made from anodized aluminium and are fitted
with a custom declination axis ring that interfaces with a matching
ring surrounding the telescope tube. The two axes are fitted with
zero-backlash friction drives and their orientation is sensed with
optical encoders. The axes are operated as a closed loop servo-
actuated system in order to optimize the response to wind and
other environmental noise. The specification for the blind pointing
accuracy of the mounts is 15 arcsec, with relative pointing to better
than 0.5 arcsec over a distance of 1.5◦. The maximum slew velocity
is in excess of 10◦ per second.
Each telescope is polar aligned using the drift method and by
making fine adjustments to the altitude and azimuth of the tele-
scope baseplate. A pair of micrometers is used to enable repeatable
adjustments at the 10μm level. Precise polar alignment is impor-
tant in order minimize the motion of stars through the night due
to field rotation, which cannot be corrected by autoguiding. A tele-
scope pointing model is generated using a grid of 900 pointings,
spaced evenly in altitude and azimuth, enabling pointing accuracy
of ≤2 pixels over the observable sky. The alignment of the telescope
is quantified by analyzing the pointing model data with TPoint6 and
our design requirement is to maintain alignment to within 30 arcsec
of the celestial pole in order to keep field rotation below 1 pixel at the
edge of the field. In practice we align the mounts to ∼5 arcsec from
the celestial pole. As Chile is seismically active, we plan periodic
checks of the alignment of each mount.
The low-level mount control uses Clear Sky Institute Motion
Controller (CSIMC) cards on the right ascension and declination
axes. CSIMC cards are usually operated with the Talon Observatory
Control System, which is capable of controlling a complete obser-
vatory, but is not designed for a system with multiple telescopes in
one building. We have therefore replaced large sections of Talon
with custom software to provide global control of NGTS. A thin
5 http://www.opticalmechanics.com
6 http://www.tpointsw.uk
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layer of Talon remains, essentially as an Application Programming
Interface (API) between our custom software and the CSIMC cards.
We have also made our own modifications to the CSIMC firmware
in order to enable continuous tracking and guiding on our fields for
long periods.
The mounts were supplied with limit switches that inform the
CSIMC cards and hence our control software when an axis goes out
of safe limits, but we have also fitted our own fail-safe system that
cuts the power to a mount if either axis goes beyond hard limits.
This security system can only be reset manually.
3.4 Telescope enclosure and infrastructure
The selected site for the observatory is 900 m downhill from the
VISTA telescope at an altitude of 2440 m. A pre-existing dirt road
links the NGTS facility to the rest of the ESO Paranal observatory.
The NGTS enclosure sits on a concrete pad measuring 15 × 15 m.
The 12 telescope piers are cast into the inner section of the pad
and are isolated from the surrounding concrete in order to mini-
mize transmission of vibration. The telescope enclosure measures
15 × 7 m and was supplied by GR PRO.7 It consists of a metallic
support structure that is surrounded by a fibreglass composite ma-
terial. The roof is split into two halves that move apart along the
North–South direction (see Fig. 4). The roof panels are driven by a
chain mechanism, which can be operated under battery power in the
event of a power cut, and the roof can also be closed manually. The
facility has a further two buildings; a converted shipping container
control building that contains two server racks and office space; and
a smaller transformer building that connects NGTS to the power
grid at Paranal.
Overarching control of the observatory is by our own software
control system, Sentinel, which monitors the global status of the
facility (weather, network, mains power, etc.) and provides the final
go/no-go decision to open the roof and begin observations. Sentinel
continues to monitor global status during the night and automati-
cally ceases observations and closes the roof when necessary. The
roof is controlled via a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) made
by Beckhoff that communicates with Sentinel via the modbus TCP
protocol. The PLC automatically closes the roof if communication
with Sentinel is lost.
The 12 individual telescopes are controlled by separate instances
of our own telescope control system, Paladin, which is responsible
for the control of the camera, focuser and mount. When allowed
by Sentinel, the Paladins collect observing jobs from the operations
data base (described in Section 3.5) and act independently of each
other. Sentinel and each of the 12 Paladins run on rack-mounted
Linux servers situated in the control building.
NGTS is equipped with a variety of sensors to ensure safe robotic
operation. These include redundant mechanical and proximity sen-
sors that detect the roof status. A Vaisala WXT520 weather station
that monitors temperature, pressure, wind, humidity and rain is in-
stalled on the roof of the control building, along with an AAG
Cloudwatcher sky temperature probe. The Cloudwatcher also con-
tains a light sensor and an additional rain sensor. As the detection of
rain is always post-facto – and the NGTS roof takes approximately 2
minutes to close – we have chosen to install multiple sensors around
the facility to permit the earliest detection of the first rain drops.
This includes an additional bank of sixteen 5 × 3 cm rain sensors
on the roof of the control building that are connected to a Raspberry
7 http://www.grpro.co.uk
Pi, and a further rain sensor connected directly to the PLC inside the
telescope enclosure (bringing the total to 19). A Dylos dust sensor
is installed in a weatherproof box outside on the East wall of the
telescope enclosure.
A monochromatic Alcor OMEA all-sky camera is installed on the
control building roof and permits the early detection of incoming
clouds. We have also installed eight AXIS network cameras to
monitor the facility, including three low-light level cameras that
allow us to monitor the status of the telescopes and the enclosure
roof even in dark sky conditions. Network microphones have also
been installed to provide additional remote monitoring of the roof
mechanism.
Equipment in the telescope enclosure is connected to servers
in the control building via a multicore fibre bundle (a distance of
≥20 m). A pair of fibres in the bundle also provides the network con-
nection to ancillary devices in the telescope enclosure (webcams,
network addressable power distribution units, PLC, etc.). The fibre
connection is converted to USB 2.0 at each end using a pair of Icron
Ranger USB-to-fibre converters.
3.5 Data management system
NGTS employs a data base-driven system for managing all aspects
of observatory control and data management. This centralizes obser-
vatory operations and data analysis, allowing the efficient sharing of
information between different stages of data collection, reduction,
and analysis (described in Sections 4, 5 and 6). There are four main
MySQL data bases, described below, one for each of operations,
data tracking, data reduction, and candidate tracking.
Information required for observation scheduling, meta-data such
as the current time, pointing, focus, action type and autoguid-
ing statistics, along with environmental data such as weather and
Sun/Moon positions, are stored in a series of tables in the operations
data base at Paranal. A subset of this information forms the FITS
image headers.
The combined 12 telescopes of NGTS generate an average of
200 GB of images per night, which compresses by around a factor
of 2 with the bzip algroithm. Due to limited network bandwidth,
the data are transferred to the University of Warwick each fortnight
via removable 2 TB hard discs. The data are ingested into the NGTS
cluster and also backed up to larger 6 TB hard discs for safety. The
2 TB hard discs are then reformatted and returned to Chile for
reuse. A data base-driven tracking system spanning Paranal and the
University of Warwick ensures safe transfer of compressed FITS
images from Chile to the archive in the United Kingdom. Only once
an image is confirmed to exist in the UK archive is it flagged for
removal at Paranal.
Data products, such as raw photometry and image statistics from
the data reduction pipeline (described in Section 5) and detrended
photometry (Section 6), are stored in the pipeline data base at the
University of Warwick. A data quality assessment web page sits
on top of the pipeline data base, allowing for checks of the data
reduction pipeline output.
The candidate data base houses the measured properties of ex-
oplanet candidates, external catalogues (for cross-referencing pur-
poses) and candidate summary statistics. The information on each
candidate is displayed on a series of web pages (named Opis) where
members of the consortium regularly convene to vet potential exo-
planet candidates (internally known as eyeballing).
The two sites (Paranal & University of Warwick) are synchro-
nized across the network using SymmetricDS. In the case of a net-
work outage, SymmetricDS gathers all changes to the data bases at
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each location and automatically syncs the system when the network
connection returns.
4 N G T S O P E R AT I O N S A N D S U RV E Y
The NGTS facility operates robotically, with no human intervention
necessary, although we do require a human go/no-go decision each
night as an additional safety measure. The roof opens 1 h before
sunset, allowing for equipment to settle to ambient temperature, and
a sequence of approximately 100 flat-field images are taken while
the Sun is between altitudes of –4.5◦ and –8.5◦ with the telescopes
pointing at an altitude of 75◦ at the anti-Solar azimuth in order to
minimize brightness gradients (Chromey & Hasselbacher 1996).
Flat-fields are followed by a focus run to monitor the optimal focus
offset for each camera, and we find the focus to be quite stable
night-to-night, with adjustments needed only occasionally. Science
operations are carried out while the Sun is below an altitude of −15◦,
and are followed immediately by a second focus run. A second set
of flat-field images is taken in the morning twilight, after which the
roof is closed and a sequence of dark frames and biases are taken
while the ambient light level is low.
During the night, each of the 12 telescopes operates in either
survey or follow-up mode. In survey mode the telescope observes
a sequence of pre-assigned survey fields, with each field followed
continuously as long as it has the highest altitude. For our baseline
survey we aim to space fields such that one field rises above 30◦
elevation as the previous field sets below 30◦. Thus each telescope
typically observes two fields per night. Fields are followed with
the same telescope every night that they are visible, providing the
maximum coverage possible over a single observing season. This
results typically in around 500 h coverage spread over 250 nights.
Fields that pass within 25◦ of the Moon on a given night are replaced
with a back-up field.
In follow-up mode the telescope targets a particular star, which is
placed at the centre of the field of view to minimize movement due
to differential atmospheric refraction. For both modes the default
is to observe in focus and with exposure times of 10 s, but these
choices can be manually configured.
4.1 Survey field selection
Survey fields for each telescope are selected manually from a mesh
of 5307 field centres that efficiently cover the entire sky (overlaps
of 3 per cent on average). Fields are selected against criteria that
take into account the density of stars, the proportion of dwarf stars,
the ecliptic latitude and the proximity of very bright and extended
objects.
To aid this selection, we have carried out our own sky survey with
NGTS covering all 3540 southern fields visible to our telescopes.
We use this survey to assess the number of unblended target stars in
each field, using an empirical measure of the dilution of light from
each star by its neighbours. We find that our survey images are also
useful in assessing the impact of scattered light from bright stars
that can be outside the field of view.
In addition to the number of stars that appear unblended in our
NGTS images, we consider the expected rates of false-positive tran-
sit detections due to faint background objects (Gu¨nther et al. 2017a).
We also cross-match our source lists with the PPMXL proper motion
survey (Roeser, Demleitner & Schilbach 2010) and 2MASS pho-
tometry (Skrutskie et al. 2006), allowing us to use reduced proper
motion to estimate the proportion of dwarf and giant stars in each
field (Collier Cameron et al. 2007). Typically we select fields with
≤15 000 stars brighter than an I band magnitude of 16, of which
≥70 per cent are dwarf stars. These fields are usually more than
20◦ from the Galactic plane. We also tend to avoid fields within
30◦ of the ecliptic plane, because they are adversely affected by the
proximity of the Moon for about three nights per month.
4.2 Autoguiding
A key component of our strategy to achieve high photometric pre-
cision is to minimize the movement of stars on the CCD detector
(Section 2). We do this by employing a closed-loop guiding system
that operates on the science images in real time. Our algorithm is
an updated version of the DONUTS autoguiding system described
by McCormac et al. (2013). This uses a master reference image
to re-acquire a given field to the same sub-pixel position as on
previous nights, and monitors that position using a series of 1D
cross-correlations between the science images and the reference
images. Guiding corrections are passed through a proportional-
integral-derivative control loop to smooth the corrections and allow
for the response of the telescope drive. A necessary modification
to DONUTS was to detect and mask out the lasers used as guide
stars at the VLT, which otherwise dominate the cross-correlations
and cause the autoguider to lose lock. We also implemented a filter
to ignore spurious offsets caused by aeroplanes passing through the
field of view.
Our typical guiding performance is illustrated in Fig. 8, where we
show the guiding residuals for one telescope unit over a period of
11 nights. We achieve excellent sub-pixel tracking of the field with
an average RMS in the frame-to-frame offsets of only 0.04 pixels
(upper panel). In the lower panel of Fig. 8, we show the guiding
corrections applied by the autoguiding algorithm, which would be
the distance moved by the stars without guiding. The structure in
this cumulative correction stems primarily from telescope tracking
inaccuracies and tube flexure, with possibly some residual polar
misalignment.
As outlined in Section 2, differential refraction across our wide
field of view still causes star positions to shift slightly, despite this
superb autoguiding performance. There is no shift at the centre
of the field of view, where we place the target stars in follow-up
mode, but the shift increases to a maximum of 0.75 pixel between
elevations of 30◦ and 90◦ at the edges of the field of view. The shift
acts along the parallactic angle, which rotates with respect to our
field of view during the night for most fields.
A Python implementation of our upgraded autoguiding algorithm
is available via PyPi8 and can be found on GitHub.9
4.3 Real-time monitoring
The autoguider statistics along with many other indicators of in-
strumental health and data quality are written in real time to the
operations data base of the data management system (Section 3.5)
and can be monitored remotely via a web interface. This includes
outputs from the many sensors described in Section 3.4, including
weather sensors and the status of the enclosure roof. Our Paladin
telescope control systems also carry out real-time monitoring of sci-
ence images, including sky background level and structure, stellar
image size across the field of view and detection and flagging of the
VLT laser guide stars.
8 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/donuts
9 https://github.com/jmccormac01/Donuts
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Figure 8. Top panel: Frame-to-frame autoguiding residuals for one telescope unit from 11 nights in March 2016. The RMS guiding error is 0.04 pixels on
average. Bottom panel: The cumulative guide correction applied to the telescope over the same 11 nights. The telescope mounts require absolute corrections,
hence the cumulative error. The numbers along the top of each panel denote the day of the month in March 2016.
Figure 9. NGTS observing statistics since the first survey commissioning data were taken with four telescope units on 2015 September 21. The time available
on each night was calculated as the number of hours between astronomical twilights multiplied by the number of installed telescopes. The colours green, blue
and red denote time spent observing, time lost to bad weather and time lost due to technical issues, respectively. Several key dates are marked on the plot as
follows: (a) survey commissioning observations began with four telescopes; (b) three more telescope units installed, (c) one more unit installed, bringing total
to 8; (d) installation completed for the final four telescope units; (e) NGTS was invaded by rodents and cabling was destroyed resulting in 1 month of technical
downtime; this downtime also marks the end of commissioning observations and the beginning of full survey operations; (f) Paranal suffered particularly poor
weather during May, June and July due to an El Nin˜o event; (g) NGTS suffered a further 2 weeks of technical downtime due to a fault with the enclosure roof;
(h) individual telescope units were off-sky for extended periods due to ongoing camera shutter lifetime issues.
We also carry out a basic photometric data reduction in real time in
order to measure the transparency of the atmosphere along the line of
site of each telescope. Aperture photometry is measured for each star
and is compared to the fluxes measured in the autoguider reference
image (obtained in good conditions). A percentage difference in
the atmospheric throughput is recorded and this value is used to
determine the photometric quality of a given night. When highly
non-photometric conditions are recorded, the facility is sometimes
closed manually as a precaution against unexpected rain.
4.4 Observing statistics
As part of our monitoring of the NGTS facility we track any time lost
due to weather and technical issues and produce weekly statistics.
Figure 9 shows the operations statistics since survey commissioning
observations began with four telescope units on 2015 September
21. The remaining eight telescope units were installed over three
further missions in 2015 and 2016 February (marked b, c and d on
Fig. 9). Unfortunately considerable time was lost during summer
2016 due to unusually poor weather at Paranal associated with an El
Nin˜o event (marked blue in Fig. 9 and labelled f). We also suffered
two periods of technical downtime due a rodent infestation and a
fault with the enclosure roof mechanism (marked red in Fig. 9 and
labelled e and g, respectively). Other time lost to technical issues is
primarily due to failures of shutters on individual cameras. During
week 71, we modified the camera shutter drivers with the goal of
improving the shutter lifetime.
The extended downtime due to rodents in 2016 March and April
(labelled e) also marks the end of commissioning observations and
the beginning of full survey operations.
5 DATA R E D U C T I O N
NGTS data are reduced using a custom-built pipeline that is called
within the data management system running at the University of
Warwick (Section 3.5). The pipeline is modular, with each task
being called separately as needed. For each observing field we
begin by generating a catalogue of target stars (Section 5.1). Each
night of science images for each field is then bias subtracted and
flat fielded (Section 5.2), astrometric solutions found (Section 5.3)
and photometric measurements made (Section 5.4). A set of light
curves for each field-season is then assembled and made available
for downstream detrending and transit searches (Section 6).
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Breaking the pipeline into smaller modules in this way helps to
ensure efficient use of computing resources, allowing us to cope
with the relatively high data rates and to plan for reprocessing of
data with improved algorithms. The SGE10 scheduling system is
used to interleave jobs at various stages of the pipeline across our
compute cluster with minimal deadlocks. Each pipeline module is
also internally parallelized in order to further improve processing
efficiency.
5.1 Catalogue generation
For each NGTS survey field we carry out our own source detection
and generate our own catalogue of target stars. This avoids the
risk of misplaced source apertures due to proper motion, which
would disproportionately affect M-dwarfs for which the smallest
exoplanets should be detectable. Using our own catalogue does
mean that some known blended stars are not resolved in our source
catalogues, but only where the light curves of the blended stars
cannot be fully separated.
As the NGTS images are undersampled, the source detection for
each field is carried out on a stacked master image that is made
from a sequence of images with deliberate dithering between expo-
sures. This improves the astrometry by better sampling the stellar
profiles. One hundred images are taken while the field is at low
airmass using offsets of around 30 arcsec (6 pixel) and 10 s expo-
sures. The images are supersampled, aligned using our autoguider
algorithm (Section 4.2) and then averaged to produce a deep and
high-resolution master image. The stacked image is then solved as-
trometrically (Section 5.3) and the source detect performed using
IMCORE from the CASUTOOLS software suite11 (Irwin et al. 2004).
Sources are detected in the dithered stack down to I-band magni-
tudes of around 19, but we limit our standard source catalogues to
I < 16, which is close to the detection limit in a single 10 s exposure.
Fainter objects can be added manually to the target list as required.
Each detected source is cross-matched with a number of other
catalogues including the AAVSO Photometric All-Sky Survey
(APASS; Henden & Munari 2014), Gaia (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2016), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), UCAC4 (Zacharias
et al. 2013), ALLWISE (Cutri et al. 2014), RAVE (Kunder
et al. 2017) and GALEX (Martin et al. 2005). During cross-matching
with APASS, Gaia and 2MASS we apply empirically defined limits
on colour and separation to avoid spurious matchings. The matching
with ALLWISE and RAVE is carried out via the 2MASS ID of each
source. The APASS matches are used to compute an approximate
I-band zero-point for each field in order to set the faint limit of the
target list. We use the Gaia cross match to determine whether each
NGTS source is a single object or a blend that is unresolved in NGTS
images. For high proper motion stars we currently use UCAC4 data
to improve cross-matching between catalogues, however we plan to
use Gaia proper motions once these are available.
5.1.1 Stellar type estimation
As part of the generation of the target catalogue for each survey
field we perform a preliminary spectral classification of each star.
The classification is used in the vetting of exoplanets candidates
(Section 6.3) and is potentially useful for a wide range of variable
star studies.
10 Sun Grid Engine, now Oracle Grid Engine
11 http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/software-release
For each star we determine the most likely spectral type, lumi-
nosity class and interstellar reddening by fitting the spectral energy
distribution (SED) formed from the full set of available magnitudes
(Section 5.1). The fit is performed by finding the minimum χ2 be-
tween the observed photometry and a grid of synthetic magnitudes
for main sequence and giant stars. The synthetic photometry was de-
rived by convolving the filter profiles with the stellar spectra library
by Pickles (1998), which we reddened using the standard RV = 3.1
law by Fitzpatrick (1999). For each NGTS source, we limited the
grid of reddened synthetic photometry to the maximum line-of-sight
asymptotic reddening by Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998). In
our SED fitting procedure, we also take into account the dwarf/giant
probability for each source from its position in a reduced proper
motion diagram (Collier Cameron et al. 2007) and estimate photo-
metric parallaxes using the absolute magnitude scale presented in
Gray & Corbally (2009). Spectral type, luminosity class, reddening
and distance, are all included in the source catalogue.
This method will be refined once Gaia parallaxes are available
for our target stars.
5.2 Image reduction and calibration
Science images are bias-subtracted and flat-field corrected using
standard procedures. Bias and dark frames are acquired at dawn
after the enclosure roof has closed, and twilight flat-field frames
are acquired at both dawn and dusk (Section 4). Each image is
first overscan subtracted using columns robust to bleeding, as de-
termined by the laboratory characterization (Section 3.2.1). Bias
residual frames are then mean combined to produce master bias
frames. Dark frames are not subtracted during the reduction pro-
cess as the dark current is negligible, but master dark frames are
monitored. Twilight flat-field frames are sigma-clipped to remove
stars and mean combined. Shutter maps are obtained following
the method from Surma (1993) and are monitored for indications
of shutter failure. A full observing season’s worth of bias and
flat-field action master frames, with outlier rejection, are used to
construct the best overall calibration master frames for science
images. The quality and variation of flat-field frames over time
are monitored, and new master flats are constructed after hard-
ware maintenance (when a camera shutter has been replaced, for
example).
5.3 Astrometry
For each NGTS science image we find a full World Coordinate
System (WCS) astrometric solution, which we store in the stan-
dard FITS key words (Greisen & Calabretta 2002). This enables
precise placement of photometric apertures for each target star. An
astrometric solution is needed for each image despite the precise
autoguiding of the NGTS telescopes (Section 4.2) in order to ac-
count for field stretching due to differential atmospheric refraction
(Section 2) and any field rotation due to imperfect polar alignment
(Section 3.3).
The NGTS telescopes have non-linear radial distortion, and so
we chose to use the zenithal polynomial projection (Calabretta &
Greisen 2002). We found it necessary to use a seventh-order poly-
nomial, with the distortion described by the third, fifth and seventh
terms (PV2_3, PV2_5 and PV2_7 WCS key words). The distortion
is stable with time, so we measure it once for each telescope and
keep the distortion model fixed when solving individual images.
The distortion model is only revisited after hardware maintenance
(e.g. refitting of a camera after a shutter replacement).
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The radial distortion is measured using our own code that em-
ploys a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method12 to find the
polynomial coefficients and the pixel coordinates of the centre of
the distortion. Individual images are then solved for translation,
rotation, skews and scales using the WCSFIT program from the CASU-
TOOLS software suite (Irwin et al. 2004, with the results stored in the
CDi_j WCS FITS key words). Both programs use the 2MASS cata-
logue for the reference astrometry. An initial approximate solution
for each field is found using astrometry.net (Lang et al. 2010).
5.4 Photometry
Our photometric measurements are made using aperture photometry
with the CASUTOOLS IMCORE_LIST program (Irwin et al. 2004). For
each star in our input catalogue (Section 5.1), we define a soft-
edged circular aperture with a radius of 3 pixels (15 arcsec) and
these are placed in pixel coordinates using our per-image astrometric
solutions (Section 5.3). The sky background for each pixel in the
source aperture is estimated using bilinear interpolation of a grid of
64 × 64 pixel regions for which the sky level is determined using a
k-sigma clipped median.
Although not routinely applied, the NGTS pipeline also allows
for difference imaging before aperture photometry using a method
based on the ISIS code by Alard (2000). We found that for fields with
typical crowding there was no clear advantage to image subtraction,
as was expected for our undersampled images, but this remains an
option for more crowded fields. Due to our precise autoguiding
(Section 4.2), it is generally not necessary to register images before
applying the image subtraction.
6 DATA A NA LY SIS AND TRANSIT SEARCH
Once data for a given field have been reduced and photometric mea-
surements made for each science image (Section 5) we assemble a
light curve for each target star, detrend for red noise sources (Sec-
tion 6.1) and search for exoplanet transits (Section 6.2). Detected
signals are subjected to a number of vetting tests (Section 6.3)
before the best candidate exoplanets are followed up with further
photometric and spectroscopic observations (Section 7).
6.1 Light curve detrending
To detrend the photometric data from systematic signals, we use
several detrending algorithms. To correct first-order offsets, com-
mon to all light curves, a mean light curve is calculated and used as
an artificial standard star for correcting all the stars. This is the first
step of our own implementation of the SysRem algorithm (Tamuz,
Mazeh & Zucker 2005), which is an updated version of that used
by the WASP project (Collier Cameron et al. 2006). SysRem re-
moves signals that are common to multiple stars, even where the
amplitudes of the signals vary between stars.
Additionally we found systematic signals that correlate with
Moon phase and sidereal time, which have different shapes for
different stars and are not completely removed by SysRem. The
signals related to Moon phases are likely to reflect imperfect sky
subtraction and/or low-level non-linearity of the detectors. Sidereal
time is degenerate with airmass, as well as sub-pixel movements of
stars due to differential atmospheric refection, and so systematics
12 EMCEE: http://dan.iel.fm/emcee/current/
correlating with sidereal time might arise from differential extinc-
tion, imperfect flat fielding and/or sub-pixel sensitivity variations.
To correct for such periodic systematics and to allow for removal
of periodic stellar signals (which are not noise but might still pre-
vent us from detecting transit signals), we perform an analysis of
variance to identify significant periodic signals. After verifying that
the detected signal does not have a transit shape these signals are
removed by calculating the floating mean in the phase domain (a
detailed description can be found in Eigmu¨ller et al. in preparation).
In addition, we have tried detrending with x and y pixel position
with similar results.
We found that correcting for periodic signals improves our transit
detection efficiency by 10–30 per cent and decreased the number of
false detections by 50 per cent (see Section 8.3).
6.2 Transit detection
After de-trending, the NGTS light curves are searched for transit-
like signatures using a Box-Least-Squares (BLS) algorithm. The
code, called ORION, has been used for most of the transit detections
of the WASP project and is described in more detail by West et al. (in
preparation). It is based on the formulation of Collier Cameron et al.
(2006) with a number of key enhancements that improve the sensi-
tivity and speed of the transit search. Foremost amongst these is an
extension to allow for the fitting of box profiles of multiple widths
(from 1.5 h to 3.75 h in steps of 0.75 h) in order to better match the
transit signatures of planets in inclined orbits. With an appropri-
ate re-casting of the original formulation, this was achieved with
minimal loss in speed. ORION can combine data from multiple cam-
eras, survey fields and observing seasons. It also incorporates the
Trend Filtering Algorithm (TFA) de-trending from Kova´cs, Bakos
& Noyes (2005). The code is parallelized using OpenMP, and scales
well to high core-count.
We also plan to use the DST algorithm (De´tection Spe´cialise´e de
Transits; Cabrera et al. 2012) which provides a better description
of the transit shape with the same number of a free parameters
as BLS. DST also allows a more flexible definition of the region
in transit, which is useful for taking into account TTVs (see also
Carter & Agol 2013). The experience of the CoRoT community was
that applying independent transit detection algorithms to the same
data maximized the number of transit detections and facilitated the
identification of false positives (Moutou et al. 2005, 2007).
6.3 Planet candidate vetting
For vetting of candidates we aim to automate the procedure as much
as possible to ensure repeatable outcomes and best possible perfor-
mance. We use an automated vetting algorithm named CANVAS
(CANdidates Vetting, Analysis and Selection), which identifies the
signals detected by ORION (see Section 6.2) that are most consistent
with a transiting planet signal. CANVAS first fits the Mandel &
Agol (2002) transit model to each feature detected by ORION us-
ing the BATMAN code (Kreidberg 2015). Combined with estimated
stellar parameters from SED fitting (Section 5.1.1), this provides
putative planet radii, impact parameters, orbital separations, and
stellar densities. CANVAS then downweights detections with com-
mon periods (usually arising from systematics), detections with
poor phase coverage during transit and detections from light curves
with large amplitude variability (usually variable stars). The NGTS
light curve is also used to check whether secondary transit events
are visible, or if a difference between odd and even transit events can
be spotted. Either would suggest that the observed signal is caused
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by an eclipsing binary. Using the transit fitting and SED results,
together with information from the Besanc¸on galaxy model (Robin
et al. 2003), we also assess the plausibility of the planet hypothesis
using the stellar density (Tingley, Bonomo & Deeg 2011).
In addition to the CANVAS diagnostics, we assess the signifi-
cance of the transit feature by sliding the transit model through phase
space and computing the likelihood at each step. This method is
also adept at identifying eclipsing binaries through their secondary
eclipses. We model and compute the likelihood of individual tran-
sits to check that the signal increases with additional transits in the
manner expected for a genuine occultation as opposed to correlated
noise.
For the first time in a ground-based transit survey, NGTS also
employs automated centroid vetting (Gu¨nther et al. 2017b). This
is important because background eclipsing binaries blended in the
photometric aperture can mimic planetary transits, and our mod-
elling has shown that such signals are four times more frequent
than planet transits for NGTS, making them very costly in follow-
up time (Gu¨nther et al. 2017a). The centroiding technique detects
the small shift in flux centroid towards the target star when off-
centre flux is lost during the eclipse of a blended binary. We reach
a precision of <1 milli-pixel on average over an entire field, and
as low as 0.25 milli-pixel for specific targets. We estimate that this
enables the identification of more than 50 per cent of background
eclipsing binaries without requiring follow-up observations. Addi-
tionally, the centroiding technique provides the undiluted depth of
any transit signal, preventing misclassification of planet candidates.
Our full method is described by Gu¨nther et al. (2017b).
We are also developing a machine-learning-based autovetter to
further automate the candidate vetting process. This will incorporate
all of the above information to provide ranked lists of candidates,
prioritizing those most likely to represent true transiting planets in
a systematic and repeatable fashion. While not yet finalised, proven
algorithms such as Random Forests (McCauliff et al. 2015) and
self-organizing-maps (Armstrong, Pollacco & Santerne 2017) are
being explored.
The results of the various vetting procedures are ingested into
the candidates data base of the NGTS data management system
and can be interactively interrogated using our Opis web interface
(Section 3.5). The most promising candidates are flagged for follow-
up observations (Section 7).
7 FO L L OW-U P O B S E RVATI O N S
Transit candidates that survive the vetting described in Section 6.3
are passed to CORALIE for spectroscopic vetting (Section 7.1)
and then for radial velocity follow-up with FEROS and HARPS
(Sections 7.2 and 7.3). System parameters are determined from joint
fits to light curves and radial velocity measurements (Section 7.4).
7.1 Candidate vetting with CORALIE
We spectroscopically vet candidates using the CORALIE spectro-
graph (Queloz et al. 2000) on the 1.2 m Euler Telescope at La Silla
Observatory, Chile. CORALIE is a high-resolution (R ∼ 50 000)
fibre-fed Echelle spectrograph designed for high precision radial
velocity measurements. For bright stars, the long-term radial ve-
locity precision of CORALIE is <6 m s−1(Marmier et al. 2013).
For NGTS candidates, with a mean magnitude of V = 13.5, the
radial velocity precision is photon limited, and we typically achieve
20–30 m s−1with a 30–45 min exposure time. CORALIE has a long
history of being used to confirm transiting exoplanets, most notably
for the WASP survey (Pollacco et al. 2006). The primary differ-
ences in terms of monitoring NGTS targets is that they are typically
fainter than WASP candidates, and the expected planet masses can
be considerably lower. The combination of these factors means
that for NGTS candidates, CORALIE is mainly used to vet can-
didates rather than provide confirmation and mass determination
– although this is possible for some hot Jupiters discovered by
NGTS.
Observations of an NGTS candidate begins with a single spec-
trum, preferably acquired at the expected maximum or minimum
radial velocity phase (phase = 0.25 or 0.75). The guider camera im-
age is inspected for evidence of a visual binary which may not have
been apparent in the NGTS or archival imaging. The data are re-
duced with the standard CORALIE data reduction pipeline, and we
inspect the resulting cross-correlation function (CCF) for evidence
of two peaks indicative of a binary star system. We also check that
the CCF is not broadened (due to rapid rotation of the star) which
would make precise radial velocity measurements difficult. If the
CCF is single-peaked and not broadened, we acquire further epochs
spanning the orbital phases. We fit the resulting multi-epoch radial
velocity measurements with a zero-eccentricity Keplerian model,
fixing the period and phase from the NGTS photometric discovery
data. This provides a mass estimation for the companion object, or a
mass limit where no variation is seen above the level of the measure-
ment uncertainties. Data are archived and analysed using the DACE
platform.13 As examples, CORALIE radial velocity measurements
for candidates NG0531-0826-35017 and NG1947-4200-11647 are
shown in Fig. 10. NG0531-0826-35017 displays a high amplitude
(K = 21 km s−1) in-phase variation indicative of an eclipsing bi-
nary. NG1947-4200-11647 shows no variations >5 m s−1 ruling
out a high-mass planetary companion and warranting higher pre-
cision monitoring with FEROS and/or HARPS (see Sections 7.2
and 7.3).
7.2 Radial velocity monitoring with FEROS
The Fibre-fed Extended Range Optical Spectrograph (FEROS;
Kaufer et al. 1999) is a high-resolution (R ∼ 48 000) Echelle spec-
trograph that maintains a very high throughput of light (∼20 per cent
total efficiency), covering almost the entire optical spectral range
(3700–9000 Å). FEROS is mounted on the MPIA 2.2 m at La Silla
Observatory, Chile. Calibration and reduction of the observed data
with this instrument uses the pipeline procedure CERES (Brahm,
Jorda´n & Espinoza 2017), where typical Echelle spectral calibration
routines are performed, such as debiasing, flat-fielding using the il-
lumination from a halogen gas lamp, scattered-light removal, and
wavelength calibration. The pipeline also measures radial velocities
and bisector spans, and Brahm et al. (2017) have shown FEROS to
have a long-term stability at the ≈8 m s−1 level for bright dwarfs.
Work measuring precision radial velocities of giant stars has shown
FEROS to be stable at a similar level (Soto, Jenkins & Jones 2015;
Jones et al. 2016).
The increased telescope aperture compared to CORALIE means
that FEROS can reach a higher radial velocity precision at the
brightness of typical NGTS target stars, therefore NGTS candidates
vetted with CORALIE may be passed to FEROS for further vetting
or mass and orbit characterization.
13 https://dace.unige.ch
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Figure 10. CORALIE radial velocity measurements. Top NGTS can-
didate NG0531-0826-35017 phase-folded using the photometric period
(P = 5.702 32 d) and phase (Tc = 2457 291.7583). Bottom: NGTS can-
didate NG1947-4200-11647 phase-folded using the photometric period
(P = 1.292 97 d) and phase (Tc = 2457 289.537 789). For both plots the
red circles are individual CORALIE measurements (uncertainties smaller
than point size in top plot) and the solid line is a best-fitting Keplerian orbit
with e = 0 and period and phase fixed at stated values.
7.3 Radial velocity follow-up with HARPS
To confirm and determine the mass of NGTS transiting exoplan-
ets, we use the HARPS spectrograph (Pepe et al. 2000) on the
ESO 3.6 m telescope at La Silla Observatory, Chile. HARPS is an
ultra-stabilized, high-resolution (R ∼ 120 000), fibre-fed Echelle
spectrograph designed for high-precision radial velocity measure-
ments. HARPS is capable of sub 1 m s−1 radial velocity precision
(Mayor et al. 2003), although in the case of NGTS candidates the
host star magnitudes mean that we are photon limited and typ-
ically we achieve ∼2–3 m s−1 in a typical 45 min exposure. We
show the example of the HARPS monitoring of NGTS candidate
NG1947-4200-11647 in Fig. 11. In this case two radial velocity
epochs showed no variation at a level of K = 1 m s−1, which, when
combined with the constraints from the photometric data, rules out
the candidate being a transiting Neptune.
For NGTS candidates around faint stars (mag > 14), and where
a radial velocity precision of 30 m s−1 is thought to be sufficient,
we use the HARPS high-efficiency mode, EGGS. This gains a
factor of 2 higher throughput at the cost of increased systematics,
and provides higher radial velocity precision for photon limited
observations.
7.4 Stellar and planetary parameter estimation
During follow-up of transit candidates we fit light curves and radial
velocity measurements with physical models to determine system
parameters and estimate their uncertainties. We use two modelling
Figure 11. HARPS radial velocity measurements for NGTS candi-
date NG1947-4200-11647, phase-folded using the photometric period
(P = 1.292 97 d) and phase (Tc = 2457 289.537 789). Red circles are indi-
vidual HARPS measurements and the solid line is a K = 1 m s−1 Keplerian
orbit with e = 0 and period and phase fixed at stated values. The radial
velocity measurements rule out this candidate as being a transiting Neptune.
Figure 12. Model fits of an NGTS single transit observation of WASP-
98b (Hellier et al. 2014) using TLCM (upper panel) and GP-EBOP (lower
panel). In the lower panel, the data were binned to 5 min cadence and GP-
EBOP integrated accordingly, which gives the impression of a smoother,
more rounded transit.
codes, the Transit and Light Curve Modeller (TLCM) and GP-
EBOP, each of which has its own strengths. Fig. 12 shows a single-
transit NGTS observation of the hot Jupiter WASP-98b fitted with
both TLCM and GP-EBOP. In both cases the fitted transit param-
eters were consistent with those from the discovery paper (Hellier
et al. 2014).
TLCM has been used in the discovery and modelling of exoplan-
ets from CoRoT, Kepler and K2 (e.g. Csizmadia et al. 2015) and it
is described by Csizmadia (in preparation). It employs the Mandel
& Agol (2002) model to fit the photometric transit and it uses a ge-
netic algorithm to find the approximate global minimum followed
by simulated annealing to refine the solution and determine param-
eter uncertainties. The photometric model includes emission from
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the secondary object (planet), relativistic beaming, ellipsoidal vari-
ability and reflection. TLCM can optionally include radial velocity
data in the fits, including the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect, and it
is applicable to eclipsing binary stars, which can be useful when
vetting candidates (Section 6.3).
GP-EBOP combines a Gaussian process (GP) variability model
and MCMC wrapper with a transit/eclipse model based on the EBOP
family of models. By fitting transits/eclipses simultaneously with
other variability (both astrophysical and systematic), it propagates
uncertainties in the variability modelling to the posterior distri-
butions of the transit parameters. GP-EBOP is described by Gillen
et al. (2017), where it was applied to young eclipsing binary systems,
and it was applied to exoplanet transits by Pepper et al. (2017). The
transit/eclipse model accounts for reflection and ellipsoidal effects,
as well as light travel time across the system (Irwin et al. 2011).
A quadratic limb darkening law is included following (Mandel &
Agol 2002) with limb darkening coefficients parmaeterized using
the method of Kipping (2013) and estimated using the LDtk toolkit
(Parviainen & Aigrain 2015). The GP model utilizes the GEORGE
package (Ambikasaran et al. 2015). When including radial veloc-
ities in the fit, GP-EBOP incorporates a jitter term to account for
stellar activity and instrument systematics. It also accounts for off-
sets between multiple radial velocity instruments and scales the
uncertainties for each instrument individually.
For both TLCM and GP-EBOP, the planet properties derived
from modelling transit light curves and stellar radial velocities are
determined relative to the host star. We determine the host star
parameters by fitting our high-resolution follow-up spectra (from
CORALIE, FEROS and/or HARPS) with the Spectroscopic Param-
eters and AtmosphEric ChemIstriEs of Stars code (SPECIES; Soto
& Jenkins, in preparation). SPECIES allows us to determine Teff,
log g, metallicity, vsin i, and micro and macroturbulence, along with
the mass, radius, luminosity and age of the star. The code is designed
to run in an automated fashion, dealing with correlated parameters
on the fly, and providing robust estimates of parameter uncertain-
ties. Where the combined high-resolution spectra have sufficient
signal-to-noise, SPECIES also delivers a further 12 atomic elemen-
tal abundances. For template spectra of S/N>50, our abundances
can be constrained to better than 0.1 dex, with the best estimates
being made for small planets because they require more intense
radial velocity follow-up.
The red-sensitive bandpass of NGTS allows us to probe the
nearby early M-dwarf population (Sections 2 and 3) but determin-
ing stellar parameters for M-dwarfs is harder than for FGK stars due
to uncertainties in stellar atmosphere models at low temperatures
where molecules form and line lists are incomplete. In these cases
we adopt empirical M-dwarf relations (Mann et al. 2015; Benedict
et al. 2016) along with SED modelling (see Section 5.1.1). Typi-
cally, we determine Teff, mass and radius from SED fitting using
initial estimates from Mann et al. (2015) as priors. We then use our
SED-derived distance estimate, along with broad-band magnitudes,
to refine the final mass using Benedict et al. (2016) (and checking
for consistency with Mann et al.).
8 PH OTO M E T R I C P E R F O R M A N C E O F N G T S
8.1 Geneva testing
During the commissioning phase of the NGTS project, we as-
sembled and tested one of the telescope units on the roof of the
Geneva Observatory. While our primary aim was to test the integra-
tion and performance of hardware and software components, this
Figure 13. A 1 mmag delta scuti detected in the primary Kepler field
with the NGTS prototype telescope unit in Geneva. The red points are
the individual photometric measurements in 10 s exposures, while the blue
points show how the photometry bins down in phase to provide a clear
detection of the 1 mmag periodic signal. The solid black line is the folded
Kepler light curve for this object.
phase also provided the opportunity to demonstrate the potential
for high-precision photometry with NGTS telescopes by observ-
ing well characterized variable stars in the Kepler field. Despite
relatively poor observing conditions, we made photometric mea-
surements with 10 s exposures across parts of 17 separate nights
between 2013 June 4 and 2013 August 2. These data provided the
test-bed for the development of our data reduction and analysis
pipelines described in Sections 5 and 6.
An example result from the Geneva testing is shown in Fig. 13.
This is the binned (blue) and unbinned (red) phase folded NGTS
measurements of KIC 11497012, which is a δ Scuti star detected
in the Kepler survey (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011). The solid black
line shows the folded Kepler light curve of the stellar pulsations,
which have an amplitude of only 1 mmag on a period of 1 h. It can
be seen that the binned NGTS light curve is a close match to Ke-
pler, demonstrating that the individual NGTS data points bin down
to high precision measurements. The signal is also independently
detected with high significance in the unbinned data using a Lomb–
Scargle periodogram. The slightly larger amplitude detected with
NGTS probably reflects our different bandpass, which is optimized
for red light (Section 3 and Fig. 6).
8.2 Full instrument at Paranal
As summarized in Fig. 9, the NGTS survey began with four tele-
scope units in September 2015. A number of full survey fields have
since been completed, and in Fig. 14 we show a summary of the
noise properties of one of these completed survey fields. The data
summarized here were taken at 12 s cadence across 156 nights with
a total exposure time of 579 h (208 500 images with 10 s exposures).
We carried out photometry of 8504 stars with I-band magnitudes
brighter than 16, and passed the data through the reduction and
detrending pipelines described in Sections 5 and 6. While we con-
tinue to refine our pipelines, particularly with regard to precise
background subtraction and flat fielding, we are encouraged by the
generally close correspondence of the data with our noise model.
For many stars the fractional RMS noise is below 1 mmag (for data
binned to 1 h exposure) which we believe is the highest precision
ever achieved in a wide-field ground-based sky survey. Inspection
of individual light curves shows that most stars lying substantially
above the noise model are genuine variables.
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Figure 14. Fractional RMS noise in detrended NGTS light curves plotted
as a function of stellar brightness for one of our completed survey fields.
The data span 156 nights with a total of 695 h of high-quality photometric
monitoring at 12 s cadence (208 500 images). For this figure the data have
been binned to exposure times of 1 h.
For stars fainter than the scintillation limit at I ∼ 12.5, Fig. 14
shows that the photometric precision of NGTS is comparable to that
of TESS (Ricker et al. 2015). Combining data from the two instru-
ments, together with the flexible scheduling of NGTS, therefore has
the potential to find planets that would not be detected by either in-
strument individually. This will be of particular value for M-dwarf
host stars, which tend to be relatively faint, and for longer orbital
periods where a long duration stare and/or flexible scheduling of
transit observations is required.
In the top panel of Fig 15, we plot a portion of the NGTS
light curve of a known transiting exoplanet, WASP-4b (Wilson
et al. 2008). And we compare it with a single transit from the WASP
discovery data (lower panel). With NGTS precision, it can be seen
that this hot Jupiter is readily detected in a single transit. Indeed the
quality of our data is comparable with that attained by specialized
follow-up using much larger telescopes (e.g. Gillon et al. 2009;
Winn et al. 2009; Nikolov et al. 2012). As well as demonstrat-
ing the photometric precision of our individual light curves, these
data illustrate how NGTS is capable of single transit detection of
long-period giant planets.
8.3 Transit detection efficiency
To quantify the detection capability of NGTS, and to hone our
detrending procedure (Section 6.1), we developed a code to generate
realistic transit signals and inject them into real NGTS light curves.
We run our standard transit detection algorithms on these signals
(Section 6.2) in order to measure the recovery rate as a function
of exoplanet size and orbital period as well as stellar type and
brightness. The synthetic transit signals are injected into raw light
curves, and the detrending algorithms run afterwards (Section 6.1),
in order to account for transit signals that are weakened or removed
by light curve detrending.
To quantify the detection efficiency of our current observing strat-
egy and data analysis methods, we randomly selected 20 000 light
curves of stars brighter than I = 13 from a typical, well-observed
field. Orbital periods were randomly drawn from a uniform distri-
bution, 0.35 ≤ P ≤ 20.0 d, and the squared ratio of the planetary-
Figure 15. Single transit observations of the hot Jupiter WASP-4b with
one NGTS telescope unit (top) and WASP (bottom). It can be seen that a
Jupiter-sized exoplanet can be identified in a single transit with NGTS.
to-stellar radii from a distribution, 0.001 ≤ (Rp/R∗)2 ≤ 0.02. Stellar
radii and masses were estimated from the J − H colour, using the
relations of Collier Cameron et al. (2007). Random (transiting) in-
clination angles were chosen and orbits were assumed to be circular.
The transit models were generated using the routines of Mandel &
Agol (2002), employing the non-linear limb-darkening law of Claret
(2000). The method is described in more detail by Walker (2013)
and Walker et al. (in preparation).
To compute the detection efficiency, we used the ORION transit
detection code (Section 6.2) and applied our standard detection
thresholds. These require a signal to be one of the five strongest
periodic signals detected by ORION and to have a Signal Detection
Efficiency (SDE; Kova´cs, Zucker & Mazeh 2002) of at least 5. An
injected signal is considered detected where the recovered period
is either the injected period, Pinj, or one of the harmonics at Pinj/2
or 2Pinj (with a tolerance of one part in a thousand). To produce
the detection map shown in Fig. 16, we bin our detections using
a 10 × 20 grid in depth – period space, and smooth the resulting
density plot for display purposes using a Gaussian filter.
Figure 16 shows that with our current observing strategy and
detrending algorithms the NGTS system is capable of detecting
transit signals as shallow as 0.1 per cent at short orbital periods,
including most signals deeper than 0.2 per cent. This reflects the
low level of red noise in the NGTS photometry. Figure 16 also
shows that most signals deeper than 0.5 per cent are detected even
at longer periods of up to 20 d. This is remarkable for a ground-based
experiment at a single longitude, and it reflects the good weather
conditions at Paranal and our excellent single-transit precision.
To further illustrate the ability of NGTS to detect shallow transit
signals associated with Neptune-sized planets, Fig. 17 shows the
recovery of one of the synthetic transit signals. The star in question
has R = 13.30, and J − H = 0.777, from which we inferred a
radius of 0.69 R	. In this case a transit signal with a depth of
0.36 per cent was injected, corresponding to a planet 1.17 times the
size of Neptune, with an orbital period of 3.53 d.
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Figure 16. Transit detection efficiency as a function of transit depth and
orbital period for a typical NGTS field. Around 216 000 images were taken
of this field in good photometric conditions over 149 nights, during a season
spanning 225 nights. Synthetic transits were injected into the light curves of
objects with NGTS magnitudes between 8 and 13, and the ORION BLS code
was used to detect them. A Gaussian filter was used to smooth the resulting
density plot.
Figure 17. Recovery of one of the artificial transit signals used to measure
the NGTS transit detection efficiency in Section 8.3 (plotted in Fig. 16). In
this case a transit signal corresponding to a planet with radius 1.17 RNep and
orbital period 3.53 d was injected into the light curve of a randomly selected
R = 13.30 star, whose radius we estimate to be 0.69 R	. The grey points
are the unbinned NGTS light curve, and the blue points are the same data,
binned to 0.0004 in phase (≈2 min). The green curve is a TLCM fit to the
data (Section 7.4).
The strongest periodic signal detected by ORION for this object
has a period within 12 s of the synthetic orbital period, Pinj. Each of
the four remaining signals detected by ORION are harmonics of this
period (at close to 2Pinj and 4Pinj). We modelled the light curve,
using TLCM (Section 7.4), assuming a circular orbit, and find a
best-fitting ratio of planetary to stellar radius that is consistent with
the injected signal at the 1-σ level. The best-fitting model is overlaid
in Fig. 17.
9 SU M M A RY A N D O U T L O O K
We have described the NGTS and our scientific goals to detect
Super-Earth and Neptune-sized exoplanets from the ground. The
NGTS facility has been designed for high precision photometric
measurements over a wide field of view, and it is optimized both
for transiting exoplanet searches and for follow-up of exoplanet
candidates from space-based instruments such as K2, TESS, Gaia
and PLATO. The 12 independently pointable telescopes allow for
efficient monitoring of targets spread across the observable sky.
NGTS has been operating routinely since 2016 April at the ESO
Paranal Observatory, Chile. The high photometric precision – better
than 1 mmag for most stars brighter than 12th magnitude – is made
possible by the quality of the Paranal site, precise autoguiding, and
an instrument design that ensures stable pointing and image shape.
This stability also allows the application of a centroiding method
that efficiently identifies false-positive transits. Transit injections
show that most signals deeper than 0.2 per cent are detected at short
orbital periods and most signals deeper than 0.5 per cent are detected
even at periods as long as 20 d.
The photometric precision of NGTS is comparable to that of
TESS for stars fainter than the scintillation limit (I ∼ 12.5), and
flexibly scheduled NGTS photometry of single-transit candidates
from TESS will extend planet discoveries to longer orbital periods
than can be detected in the standard 27 d TESS dwell time. NGTS
photometry will also test TESS candidates for false positives due
to blended eclipsing binaries and provide precise ephemerides for
atmospheric characterization with flagship facilities such as JWST
and E-ELT.
The NGTS exoplanet survey is under way and the first NGTS
exoplanets have already been confirmed by radial velocity obser-
vations with HARPS (e.g. Bayliss et al. 2017). NGTS data are also
being used for a wide range of variable star studies. When TESS data
become available, a joint analysis with archival NGTS survey data
will allow searches for shallow transit signals at long orbital periods
that are not detectable in either instrument individually. NGTS also
stands ready to support PLATO by characterizing stellar variabil-
ity and activity in advance of target selection, and it will be able
to search for transits of wide-separation exoplanets with edge-on
orbits detected in Gaia astrometry.
NGTS data will be made publicly available through the ESO data
archive. Annual data releases are planned from mid-2018, and will
include raw and detrended light curves for stars brighter than I ∼ 16.
We expect to support a large user community carrying out a wide
range of science projects, and we encourage potential collaborators
to contact us in order to optimize the use of the NGTS for maximum
scientific return.
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Figure 6. Theoretical throughput curve for the NGTS telescope
(green), the measured throughput of the NGTS filter (orange) and
the expected quantum efficiency of the detector (blue).
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